


Galatians 5:22-26 The Fruit of the Spirit

22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
23 gentleness, self-control. Against such there is no law. 24 And those who are Christ’s have crucified 
the flesh with its passions and desires. 25 If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit. 26 Let 
us not become conceited, provoking one another, envying one another.                        



Galatians 5:22-26 The Fruit of the Spirit

Love: Selfless sacrificial service toward God and/or other’s Christlikeness 

Joy: Steadfast gladness from reality of hope in our salvation

Peace: Complete/fulfilled in Christ  

Patience: Withstand unresolved/irritating circumstances 

Kindness: Consideration of others

Goodness: Active moral uprightness 

Faithfulness: Trustworthiness and proven worthiness of reliance

Gentleness: Mild and tender mannered both in action and reaction 

Self-Control: Restraining acting out  one’s desires
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Fruit of the Spirit

ØNot of myself 

Ø ”I need to work on that…” “I’ll do better…”

Ø I cannot make myself more Holy

Allow the Spirit to produce His results in your life



No Law

Ø Spirit is not concerned with good works but with your 
character

ØGodly character will produce good works in any contexts

Ø Law makes us believe we control our own holiness instead 
of relying on the Spirit for Godly living

Become aware of the Spirit’s aim to develop your character



Flesh Has Been Crucified  

ØWe give life to what is dead by walking in the flesh

ØUnknown power does not mean non-existent power

The Spirit gives the power to live in freedom



How to Walk in the Spirit

3 O foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you that you should not obey the truth, before whose 
eyes Jesus Christ was clearly portrayed among you as crucified? 2 This only I want to learn from 
you: Did you receive the Spirit by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?—3 Are you so 
foolish? Having begun in the Spirit, are you now being made perfect by the flesh?



How to Walk in the Spirit

Ø Depend on the Spirit (Gal. 3:1-3)
Ø Avoid Temptation

Rebel
Not sin in the power of self

Ø Prayer of Surrender



How to Walk in the Spirit

Admission: God, I need you to rescue me. 
Honest Confession: In my flesh, I will sin, honest truth is that some of me wants to maybe a lot of 
me wants to, maybe I’d be even more tempted if I knew I could get away with sin. 
I cannot do this on my own, 
Petition: I need your power to purify me. I give up trying to do this on my own and need you to 
provide for me because I cannot. Not even on a good day. There is nothing I can do to save myself. I 
surrender to you, I give myself over to you in Jesus’s name. 



How to Walk in the Spirit

Ø Depend on the Spirit 
Ø Avoid Temptation

Rebel
Not sin in the power of self

Ø Prayer of Surrender 
Ø Interact with the Spirit’s activity 



Interact with the Spirit’s Activity 

Allow the Spirit to produce His results in your life

Become aware of the Spirit’s aim to develop your character

The Spirit gives the power to live in freedom



Conclusion

Give up your law and accept 
His Grace 


